of the RS CVn-type binary V711 Tau (K1 IV+G5 IV) were obtained at several phases over two consecutive stellar orbital cycles in order to study ultraviolet emission-line profile and flux variability. Spectra cover the, Mg II h and k lines, C IV doublet, and Si Iv region, as well as the density-sensitive lines of C m] (1909 A) and Si In] (1892 A). IUE spectra, EUV data, and UBV photometry were obtained contemporaneously with the GHRS data. Variable extended wings were detected in the Mg n lines. We discuss the Mg n line profile variability using various Gaussian emission profile models. No rotational modulation of the line profiles was observed, but there were several large flares. These flares produced enhanced emission in the extended line wings, radial velocity shifts, and asymmetries in some line profiles. Nearly continuous flaring for more than 24 hr, as indicated in the IUE data, represents the most energetic and long-lived chromospheric and transition region flare ever observed with a total energy much greater than 5 x 1035 ergs. The C In] to Si llI] line ratio is used to estimate the plasma density during the flares.
INTRODUCTION
Late-type stars in short-period binary systems display a rich variety of phenomena reminiscent of solar activity--dark starspots, luminous X-ray and UV emissions, powerful nonthermal radio sources, and highly energetic flares--with energies and physical dimensions orders of magnitude larger than on the Sun (Linsky 1990 ). The physical pro--cesses-or scale lengths could be quite different than those on the Sun. Cool stars in short-period binaries are more active than single stars of similar mass and age, primarily owing to tidally induced rapid synchronous rotation. Such is the case among the RS Canum Venaticorum (RS CVn) systems, which are detached binaries where one or both stars are G or K subgiants.
Sunspots are covered by regions that appear bright in UV emission lines. These "active regions" or "plages" have magnetic fluxes 10-100 times larger than the quiet solar photosphere.
Similarly, several RS CVn systems display anticorrelated ultraviolet (UV) emission and visual brightness, in which maximum UV emission occurs at photometric minimum (e.g., Baliunas & Dupree 1982; Marstad et al. 1982; Rodon6 et al. 1987; Zirin 1988) . However, as detailed by Hallam, Altner, & Endal (1991) , different UV transitions exhibit slightly disparate behavior because each line is formed at a different height in the chromosphere.
Very high quality spectra and new data analysis techniques now permit the determination of the spatial structure (i.e., size, location, temperature) of spots and plages on stars other than the Sun. Phase-dependent distortions of line profiles can result from discrete hot or cool regions crossing the visible hemisphere of the star as it rotates. Doppler imaging (DI) and correlative analysis are tools that allow the interpretation of the surface inhomogeneities that produce such profile asymmetries (Vogt & Penrod 1983; Dempsey et al. 1992) . Walter et al. (1987) and Neff et al. (1989) have applied similar spectral imaging techniques to the Mg II lines in AR Lacertae to produce maps that show the location, sizes, and brightness of its plages.
Several studies using UV spectral imaging techniques appear in the literature (see, for example, Walter 1995; Neff 1995 and references therein) . While the AR Lacertae results were extremely useful in locating large active regions on the stellar surface, they relied on low-resolution, low-S/N IUE observations of the chromospheric Mg n emission lines. LSA  LSA  LSA  SSA  LSA  LSA  LSA  LSA  LSA  LSA  LSA  SSA  SSA  LSA  LSA  LSA  LSA   1224  1549  2800  1909  1892  1909  1892  1549  2800  1909  1892  1900  1655  1550  1402  2600  1549  2800  1909  1892  2800 1993 A. In the case of HR 1099, the DS signal is dominated by hot coronal emission lines formed at temperatures of _ 107 K. The DS counts have been binned into roughly 10 minute intervals and the count rate derived using accurate timing information for the selected intervals. The source counts are extracted from a circle with radius 2' centered on HR 1099, while the background signal is determined from an annulus with inner and outer radii of 4' and Line fluxes and profile models for the emission lines were 6'. The timing bins were checked for accurate detector on calculated with the ICUR fitting code based on Bevington's ..... and off times: Bins that showed high background count (1969) CURFIT (Neff 1987; Neff et al. 1989 ) using leastrates were excluded, and this results in several significant squares Gaussian fits. A quadratic was used to fit the background. In most cases a single Gaussian was used to model the emission lines, but this is described in greater detail below. Our method of line fitting is essentially identical to that used by Wood et al. (1996) , but the two sets of measurements were carried out independently.
iuE Observations
Observations with IUE were obtained nearly continuously starting on 1993 September 16 and covering one complete orbital period of V711 Tau. Both SWP and LWP spectra were taken. Details of the observations are found in Table 2 . Spectra were extracted from the IUE images and calibrated using the RDAF package of IDL routines. No correction for camera degradation was made to the data. As with the HST data, fluxes were measured using ICUR, but only a single Gaussian was used to fit each line.
gaps in coverage when the satellite was able to observe HR 1099 only while it was close to the high backgrounds produced by the South Atlantic Anomaly, the auroral zones, and daytime observing conditions.
APT Observations
The UBV data presented in this paper were collected by the Phoenix 25 cm Automated Photometric Telescope (APT 
Interstellar Mg n Lines
An echelle spectrum of the Mg II h and k lines is shown in Figure I . Preliminary fitting of the GHRS data and previous IUE results show that the Mg n line profiles could be characterized by at least two emission components, one each for the G and K star, and an interstellar absorption feature. Radial velocities for the two emission features roughly follow the expected orbital velocities of the two stars.
V711 Tau is located 36 pc away in a direction of the local interstellar medium that is known to have a particularly low column density (Murthy et al. 1987 (1996) . The 2798 ,_ emission line of Mg n can also be detected.
Since we can fit only five Gaussian components at a time using the current version of ICUR, the multiple IS features, the background, and the 2798 _ emission hne were fitted and then subtracted from the data before modeling the chromospheric lines.
Chromospheric Mg II h and k Lines
The Mg n emission features from the two stars in V711 Tau are blended together.
Of in (Linsky et al. 1995; Linsky & Wood 1994) . Rodon6 et al. (1987) reported broad, non-Gaussian wings in the IUE spectra of V711 Tau obtained in 1983 October. With relatively_tow-S[N-spectra-obtained a_ only-four phases, they were unable to determine if these wings were related to discrete regions on the stellar surface, high-speed flows, or were simply an artifact of assuming a Gaussianshaped profile. Wood et al. (1996) Figure 4 , with the model parameters listed in Table 5 . These fits are similar to those of Wood et al. (1996) in that the majority of the flux is in the broad component.
We attempted to minimize the flux-in the broad component but could not successfully fit the line profile. A more complex assumed intrinsic profile (due to a nonuniform distribution of active regions on the stellar surface) could combine with a much weaker broad component to reproduce the observed profile, but spectra obtained with higher S/N and much better phase coverage would be required to constrain any model more complex than our three-component fits. • Deeonvolved FWHM in angstroms. b Fluxes are in units of 10-_3 ergss-_ cm-2. " AR V is the difference in km s-_between the measured central velocity of the line and that expected from the orbital solution.
a The second number represents the shift of the broad component.
parameters for the IUE Mg n line fits are listed in Table 6 , and the fluxes are plotted in Figure 5 .
The DS light curve (Fig. 6 ) and the 1UE observations (Fig. 5) A third, short-lived flare was seen in the transition region lines at phase 1.51. The UV flares are strongest right at the start of the EUV and high-frequency radio flares (Jones et al. 1996) . The flares as observed by IUE will be discussed in greater detail by Neff et al. (1996) . In this context, it is dangerous to interpret any of the GHRS spectra as typical of the quiescent atmosphere.
Only one of the Mg n spectra was obtained close to simultaneously, and its flux level was much higher than the nearest IUE spectrum. The difference could be due to different calibrations of the absolute flux scales of IUE and HST or to difference in measuring technique, but most likely it could be that the data are not simultaneous with all of the HST Mg II spectra being obtained during flares.
Transition Re#ion (C IV and Si IV) Lines
The high-resolution GHRS spectra allow us to spectrally resolve the C Iv and Si IV doublets.
The GHRS spectra of the C zv lines obtained at 4 phases are shown in Figure 7 . For the three high-resolution but low-S/N SSA spectra, single Gaussians were adequate to represent the lines. However, broad wings are evident with high S/N in the LSA observation at phase 1.66. Since the widths of these features are much broader than expected due to the HST mirror aberration (see Fig. 4 in Linsky & Wood 1994) , we conclude that the wings are not an artifact of the telescope point-spread function. Wood et al. (1996) conclude that the broad wing at this phase, similar to those seen in Mg II, results from microflaring on the K star. The spectrum at phase 1.57 showed a very marked decrease in the C Iv flux. Comparing the measured GHRS flux values (Table 7) both with the contemporaneous IUE values (Table 8 ) and with the historical IUE values (Dorren & Guinan 1990) , the measured flux at this phase would be the lowest ever observed for V711 Tau. For comparison, we • plot the C _v fluxes as measured in both the 1993 September GHRS and IUE SWP data in Figure  5 . The IUE data clearly show several flares during the gaps in the GHRS observations, but phase 1.57 is the only point where the two data sets overlap.
There is no corresponding drop in the SWP C IV flux, suggesting something anomalous with the GHRS spectrum. One possibility is that the target was not centered in the SSA; all subsequent observations near phase 1.57 were obtained with the LSA, where centering in the aperture is less critical. The observing sequence for the three SSA observations were identical: target acquisition in the LSA followed by a peak-up in the SSA (Duncan 1992) . Hulbert & Baggett (1993) note that there was a slight star's contribution to be about 7% at C zv. As a test, we modeled the C _v 1548/_ line at phase 0.32 by including a narrow Gaussian centered on the G star position. We find that a 8% contribution to the line flux from the G star is consistent with the observed redshift, but the G star contribution could be larger. If we do not include a broad component, then the G star's contribution could be as much as 15%, but a weak (roughly a few percent), narrow feature is still required to fit the opposite line wing. We do not have any C IV spectra near quadrature that would allow us to estimate the contribution of the G star to the total C Iv flux independently.
A shift of 21 km s-_ (in the direction of the G star) was observed at phase 1.95. Since this phase shows the largest shift, we conclude that a flare, possibly on the G star, occurred at that time.
The Si Iv region of the spectra is shown in Wood et al. (1996) . The O IV] 1401.2 A line is clearly separated from the 1402.8 A Si _v line. Furthermore, the weaker O IV] lines at 1399.8 and 1404.8 A can be observed. Since a spectrum of the Si tv region was obtained at only one phase, we cannot establish variability in the profile but the Si _v profile appears to be asymmetric. Wood et al. (1996) conclude that this Si IV profile also consists of broad component and a global emission component from the K star. As we show in Figure 8 , however, the profile can be fitted equally well using a stronger broad component plus a weak narrow component.
In this fit, the narrow component is blueshifted with respect to the K star by 8 km s-x and the center of the stronger feature is shifted substantially toward the G star, suggesting that the G star contributes a significant proportion of the total Si _v flux. Other models can fit the profile equally well.
Density Diagnostics
The integrated C I1f] and Si In] line fluxes and the centroid velocities are listed in Tables 7 and 9. All of the C m]
and Si tn] profiles are displayed in Figure 9 . The ratio of the flux in these two lines is sensitive to electron density, Ne. The ratio is poorly determined in the IUE spectra because the C 1HI line is weak, but it is relatively well determined from the GHRS data (see Fig. 5 ). We are fortunate to have obtained spectra of these density-sensitive lines in the middle of the major flaring outburst, at phase 1.22. At this phase, their ratio and therefore N_ was at its maximum.
centering problem with the then-default 3 x 3 peak-up in We had planned to acquire high-quality spectra of these ............. the SSA using the N2 mirror, resulting in the target being .......... lines at -many orbital phases. This would permit us to. _ slightly off center. In order to verify the success of the target measure the density in the discrete regions revealed through acquisitions in positioning the target in the aperture, we examined the telescope's engineering telemetry. In all three cases the target was found in the same dwell-point map, No.
9 (see Hulbert & Baggett) . Therefore, all of our SSA C tv data suffer some loss in throughput.
Based on the overlap at phase 1.57, the SSA observations should be approximately 2.5 times larger than measured;
the LSA observation at phase 1.66 should be unaffected. Table 9 lists the measured velocity of the C tv lines relative to the orbital velocity of the K star. Velocities at three of the four phases are consistent with each other and appear to be systematically shifted toward the G star's position. Wood et al. (1996) conclude that the contribution to the C IV flux of the G star was insignificant compared to the K star, even though the G star contributes approximately 16% of the total Mg n flux. Based on the scaling relations in Ayres, Marstad, & Linsky (1981), we would expect the G spectral imaging with C IV line. Nevertheless, the Si m] spectrum obtained at phase 1.22, during the flare (see Fig. 9 ) shows a pronounced profile asymmetry, whereas it is absent or at least much less pronounced in the C m] spectrum.
Thus, the narrow component of the Si III1 line appears to originate largely from the high-density flaring region. Both lines were shifted substantially at this phase ( Table 9 ). The wavelength calibration of the C III'l spectrum was obtained after the actual science observation, but none was obtained for the Si m] data. We see no reason why the accuracy of the wavelength scale should depend on whether the comparison spectra were obtained before or after the science data. To verify this, we remeasured the profiles using the default wavelength calibration. We also recatibrated the data using the SPYBAL observations obtained prior to the science spectrum.
In these cases, the measured redshift was even greater by 2-4 km s-_. The default calibration could not be " Using the orbital elements in Strassmeier et al. 1993. off by more than a few km s-1, so the large line shifts must be real and are likely due to the flare. The position of the narrow component (Table 9 ) implies a redshift of 38 km s-1 and 144 km s-1 with respect to the K or G star, respectively. Since the redshift is a combination of intrinsic flow and projected rotational velocities, the flare could have occurred on either or both stars.
Simultaneous Photometry
We display the contemporaneous visual band photometry in Figure 10 . The V-band curve, which shows a single minimum around phase 0.5, is typical for this system (Rodon6 & Cutispoto 1992) . No conclusions regarding any correlation or anticorrelation between visual brightness and UV flux (e.g., Rodon6 et al. 1987; Huenemoerder, Ramsey, & Buzasi 1990; Dempsey et al. 1993 ) is possible, because the system was in a UV-flaring state for a substantial fraction of • the time. The mean visual brightness from Table 3 is 5.865 ___ 0.03. This is the faintest the system has been in over 18 yr of photometric observations and consistent with the decreasing trend observed from 1990 to 1993 (Henry et al. 1995) . Since decreased mean brightness likely indicates Tables 7 and 9 
DISCUSSION
One of the initial goals of this program was to study the variability of V711 Tau induced by surface inhomogeneities of the emission lines as the stars rotate. Phase coverage is not adequate in the high-resolution GHRS data for detailed surface modeling as done by Neff et al. (1989) . To do so requires that at least eight unique phases be observed and that repeated coverage be obtained at the same phase on different rotational cycles. As a further complication, V711 Tau appears to have been undergoing a significant amount of flaring (Figs. 5 and 6).
As indicated in Figure 3 , the Mg H emission lines cannot be simply modeled by two Gaussians, one each for the K and G star, but to extract more information from the profile (e.g., plage signatures) the broad wings must be properly characterized.
In the basic two-component model, the extended wings appear to be distributed symmetrically about the velocity of the K star. However, the presence of a similar component in the G-star profile could easily be missed with the S/N and phase coverage of our data. The large variations in the Mg 11 flux residuals (e.g., -0.22 to 6.04 x 10 -12 ergs s -1 cm -2 for the k line) suggest that much of the observed variability results from the changes in the line wings.
A different picture emerges if the Mg II profile is modeled with three components, one each for the K and G star and a third for the broad component of the K star. All three components show marked variations. Adding a broad component shifts a large amount of flux from the global stellar components into the broad feature. Through radiative transfer calculations, Wood et al. (1996) were able to reproduce the Mg 1I profiles with some success. Although the theoretical profiles also had broad wings, they are still not as broad as observed (see Fig. 15 in Wood et al.) . In this case, additional broadening (e.g., microflaring in the chromosphere) is required to explain the extended wings.
Based on GHRS observations of the Fe XXl and O v lines in V711 Tau, Robinson et al. (1996) discuss various mechanisms that could lead to the extended wings. They observed a relatively small amount of nonthermal broadening in the Fe xxI line, which is not what would be expected if the corona was heated by microflares. Based on detailed models of the O v line-in V711 Tau, they concluded that the broadening most likely arises from MHD turbulence that is generated by nonlinear Alfvrn waves. Since the broad wings are seen only in the transition region lines and not in the coronal features like Fe XXl Robinson et al. 1996) , it appears that most of this turbulence is produced in the transition region. Robinson et al. (1996) also fitted the O v line with broad and narrow Gaussian components. As in our fits, they find no significant velocity difference between the two components, in contrast to the models in Wood et al. (1996) . However, the width of their narrow component (65 km s-1) is significantly narrower than most found by Wood et al. With V711 Tau flaring so much during the observations, it is not clear whether the extended wings result solely from VARIABILITY IN V711 TAURI 1185 of broad wings in other stars (Linsky & Wood 1994; Linsky et al. 1995; Wood et al. 1996) come from single-epoch observations without supporting data from other wavelength regions or photometry. Therefore, the flare state of the system was unknown at the time of those observations. Further observations of V711 Tau in quiescence will be required to determined if the extended wings are transient or not.
Due to centering problems in the aperture, the HST C Iv fluxes are not reliable. Combined with poor phase sampling, we can say little about these data. However, the 1UE C IV fluxes clearly show the two large flares around phases 1.1 and 1.8 that were observed in the Mg n lines. A weaker, shorter lived flare, that is not seen in the Mg n flux, was also detected near phase 1.5.
Based on the relative contribution of each star to the combined Mg IXflux, we expect the G star to contribute approximately 7% of the flux at C IV. From our modeling, the G star likely accounts for 8%-15% of the line flux. Unless we can independently constrain the contributions from either star, we cannot say anything more definitive since the outcome is highly model dependent. The nonuniqueness of these modeling schemes is illustrated by the vastly different fits that can be derived for the Si Iv line (see 
